
The #1 endless aisle solution 
for independent retailers
in the lumber and building materials industry.

 

 
Feature-enhanced POS built for growing businesses.

Digitized order management workflow.
End-to-end supply chain visibility. 

 
 

Deliver the ultimate customer experience.  
Your business vs big box retailers - problem solved!

REQUEST FREE
DEMO



The Best POS 
for the Lumber and Building Materials Industry

NOW OFFERING: OrderEase Integration

POS built LBM tough
K8 Trader is a POS system with enhanced accounting functionality. Avoid over-
featured systems and associated heavy upfront and ongoing costs. Future-proof your
business with a cloud-based system and begin to compete against Tier 1 retailers.

User Friendly: Centralized menus, multi-search options, cashier shift tracker.
Pricing Flexibility: Easily manage price levels, price groups, specials, and customization.
Single-Store/Multi-company/Multi-site: Plus manage off-site warehouses.
Cost-Effective: Integrated modules and versatile reporting. Scale as you grow.
Time-Saving Module Features: Auto/recurring entry, minimized keystrokes, import/export.
In-Depth Delivery Options: Schedule by truck, track driver location, and pinpoint delivery times.
GL: Cash flow management, multi-statement formats, import bank statements. 
AP/AR: Auto-allocation, email transactions and statements, streamline collection management.
Email marketing: Email from all modules, ability to target specific customer groups.

Advantages of OrderEase Integrated within K8 Trader:

Access to Supplier Data, Supplier Ordering via POS 
Avoid the cost and resources normally associated with manually updating POS product data. Pull supplier data directly
into POS and eCommerce. Place supplier orders directly via the POS.

Digitize Order Management Workflow  
Sync K8 Trader to centralize and organize all your in-store and eCommerce orders. Track your inventory in real-time.
Integrate with OrderEase for vendor fulfillment eCommerce capabilities.  

E2E Supply Chain Visibility
The POS becomes a key integration point to digitizing fundamental connections of order management workflow across
key players in the supply chain to create the modern business model: an end-to-end digitally-enabled supply chain
network. Better access to inventory availability. Vendor fulfillment eCommerce capabilities. Seamless buying experience. 

Save time. Cut costs. Boost revenue.

REQUEST FREE
DEMO
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